A Socio-Spatial Approach to Enable Inclusive Well-Being in Cities: A Case Study of Birmingham, UK
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Abstract: This article examines density and deprivation, the two important parameters that define health and well-being in cities. Discussions are drawn from a case study conducted in Birmingham in four neighborhoods characterized by their different population density and deprivation levels. Data were collected through questionnaires developed from a set of subjective well-being measures and built environment audits, based on the Irvine Minnesota Inventory that evaluates the quality of streets and walkability in neighborhoods. The inferences from the study support the need for linking health, planning, policy and design research and decision-making to the socio-spatial practices of people, impacting well-being at the everyday level. The findings provide a holistic approach health and well-being research and suggests a conceptual framework for inclusive well-being in cities, which signifies the role of social and spatial parameters in determining peoples’ health and well-being. The study also highlights the lack of interdisciplinary research in understanding the association between well-being and social and behavioral practices in diverse communities.
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1. Introduction

Cities have become critical sites of enquiry like never before. Rapid urbanization alongside the growing challenges of social, economic and spatial inequalities greatly affect people’s physical and mental health (Pickett and Wilkinson 2010) and have posed persistent challenges for health policy efforts (Guillaume et al. 2016). Hence, it becomes essential to understand how the urban environment influences health and well-being for achieving national and global health goals. Within cities, well-being can be compromised on a daily basis through acute and sustained stressors, such as high population densities, feelings of anonymity, commuting pressures, noise or living in intense pockets of deprivation (Krupat 1985). Well-being in cities is strongly linked to the various processes inherent in urbanization itself, to the distinctly local, social and systemic responses to these processes, and finally to the quality of the natural, built and social environments. In most well-being studies led by public health researchers, the importance of urban environment is largely limited to the benefits of green spaces (Ward et al. 2016; Maas et al. 2006) and on the physical environment characteristics hindering or fostering people’s physical activities (McCormack et al. 2004; Humpel et al. 2002). Often, this leads to a parochial approach that largely overlooks the significant and complex relationship between
people and urban environments which is central for performing everyday social and spatial practices (Simmel and Wolff 1950)—these practices have a dominant influence on people’s health and well-being. Several researchers have suggested that neighborhood population density and deprivation influence well-being in different ways, with little research examining the combination of these two variables considering peoples socio-spatial practices in physical settings.

The paper highlights the need for a deeper understanding of socio-spatial factors implicit within density and deprivation parameters in neighborhoods for facilitating innovative well-being related interventions in design, planning and policy. Discussions draw upon a research study which investigated the relationship between density/deprivation and well-being of people in Birmingham, UK. The study adopts the definition of health provided by The World Health Organization (WHO) in 1948 defined health as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” (WHO 2006). This definition brings together three key factors, the physiological, psychological and social, and their interactions within the discourses and understanding of health and illness (Martino 2017). And “well-being” in this study is understood “as how people feel and how they function, both on a personal and a social level, and how they evaluate their lives as a whole” (New Economics Foundation 2012).

2. Urban Environment and Health and Well-Being Challenges

Over 68% of the world’s population will be living in urban areas by 2050 (United Nations Report 2018). Due to prolific urbanization, health and well-being threats in cities are many; at a very obvious level, deteriorating environmental quality affects human health directly, for example, through air and water pollution, soil contamination and noise, and indirectly through climate change, decreasing biodiversity and increasingly common natural disasters, among other factors.

Bai et al. (2012) classified at least five types of health threats: (1) infectious diseases that thrive when people are crowded together in substandard living conditions; (2) acute and chronic diseases such as respiratory disease and pulmonary cancer that are associated with industrial pollution; (3) chronic, non-communicable diseases that are on the rise with unhealthy urban lifestyles; (4) injuries resulting from motor vehicle collisions, violence and crime; and (5) climate change-related health risks, for example, heat stress and changed patterns of infectious disease (Boyko et al. 2015). The changing lifestyle of people in cities and the increasingly mobile society, ties peoples’ health and well-being more closely to urban environments like never before. For instance, proper transport infrastructure, routes and facilities affect how people move and access places and amenities, which impacts both physical and mental satisfaction and/stress levels in everyday life, all of which are important factors on which good health is dependent.

Furthermore, the socio-political conditions in cities create new types of spatial dependencies. Social inequalities are formed between regions favored by the global economy (Sizirmai and Verspagen 2015). Inequality manifests at varying spatial scales within cities, and poor access to proper infrastructure, healthcare and information and knowledge networks lead to several health risks (Vogli 2011; Rowlingson 2011). These inequalities create several kinds of conflict and tension within urban areas, creating greater health risks and exacerbating existing risks. Examining and understanding people’s well-being requires disentangling the diverse factors caught in a labyrinth formed at the nexus of the multidimensional, complex and evolving nature of urban environments (Bai et al. 2012) and the growing population and unequal geographies in cities.

The social and physical environments in which people live impact and influence their perceptions and experiences of health and well-being. Density and deprivation are two important parameters that can offer valuable insights and evidence into the important link between the urban environment and health impacts. Numerous studies have been conducted focusing on the impact of density and deprivation on peoples’ health and well-being (Bécares et al. 2013; Rocha et al. 2017). Yet, both density and deprivation, as concept and parameter, require a deeper understanding for delineating their relationship and impact on peoples’ perceptions and behavior in their everyday urban living.
For instance, high density is often considered undesirable (Boyko and Cooper 2011; Lawson 2009) as it is linked with poor quality of life, crime, and lack of green spaces and public spaces for interaction and recreation (both active and passive). Lawson (2009) explains that it is more than the lack of amenities (functional) that is correlated with decrements in well-being; it is the lack of socio-spatial needs, such as privacy, that encourage negative behavior and perceptions in people in high density spaces. Similarly, deprivation takes a wide range of forms, such as income, employment, health, and barriers to housing and services (Townsend 1987). Disentangling the relationship between the multilayered and multifaceted nature of deprivation in city living and peoples’ well-being is often challenging.

3. Case Study

Following Yin (2014), a case study method was adopted to examine the relationship between well-being and the physical environment, focusing on density and deprivation parameters. Birmingham city in the UK was selected as the case study mainly for its population and broad diversity of people and neighborhoods, which are important factors for understanding density and deprivation. The study first involved identifying four electoral wards in the city that differed along key dimensions (i.e., density and deprivation). Arguably, wards are larger than neighborhoods, but the former afforded an opportunity to obtain census data with clear spatial boundaries (Hale et al. 2015). Once the wards were chosen, data collection was carried out using well-being questionnaires and through audits of street segments in the four wards around the notion of walkability.

Identifying Wards for Case Study

Wards are small geographical units in the UK, used during local government elections. As such, they are useful units of analysis, as differences in urban form may reflect broader differences between wards in terms of community priorities, political representation, levels of investment and ultimately individual well-being. In addition, a variety of statistical and census data is held at the ward scale. The aim was to undertake surveys in wards within Birmingham that are contrasted in their population density and levels of deprivation to ensure that these dimensions could be fully explored (i.e., that there was enough variability within our sample for these two measures). Specifically, the study used 2011 Census data to acquire population density figures and the 2010 estimated Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) scores for deprivation data in England. Both sets of data were obtained at the ward scale.

A list of the 40 Birmingham wards was entered into an Excel spreadsheet in one column alongside each ward’s population density and deprivation data in subsequent columns. Population density and deprivation data were divided into low and high (0–29 persons her hectare (pph) and 40–171 pph, respectively; <25 and >40, respectively), with those in the medium range discarded (i.e., 30–39 pph and 26–39, respectively). The values for low, medium and high density and deprivation were guided by what data was available in the wards. For example, all 2010 IMD scores for England ranged from 0.53 to 87.80, whereas the range of scores for all Birmingham wards was smaller, between 10.44 and 63.60. When choosing which wards to use for the research, therefore, the range of scores used to determine low, medium and high in terms of IMD was narrower than if Birmingham had a wider range of IMD scores.

The team then displayed the candidate ward boundaries as polygons within ArcGIS 9.2 (ESRI Redlands, USA) and selected four wards whose boundaries did not touch each other. The team did this to ensure that the wards were as independent as possible from one another (i.e., not influenced by the urban form of an adjacent ward). The four possible combinations of low and high density and deprivation were chosen as follows (See Figure 1):

- Low density/low deprivation: Sutton Four Oaks;
- Low density/high deprivation: Nechells;
- High density/low deprivation: Selly Oak;
- High density/high deprivation: Lozells and East Handsworth.
4. Data Collection

A 29-item well-being questionnaire was distributed to residents of each of the four wards between 2013 and 2015 (see Cooper et al. 2015, for more information about questionnaire development).

The questionnaire comprised well-being indicators or measures across six headings: (1) Your local neighborhood; (2) Safety; (3) Your health and well-being; (4) Your environment and daily life; (5) Your utilities and daily life; and (6) Travel and public transport. No demographic variables were collected, other than postcodes, as the team wanted to keep the questionnaire short to maximize the number that were completed. Residents were asked to provide a score of 0 to 5 where 0 meant extremely dissatisfied/unhappy or not at all anxious/worthwhile and 5 meant extremely satisfied/happy/anxious/worthwhile. The objective of the questionnaire was to obtain an understanding of residents’ perceptions of their individual and community well-being as well as of the area in which they lived. The questionnaire took between 5 and 10 min to complete.

The recruitment of participants for the questionnaire involved three different methods. Researchers contacted Ward Support Officers in each of the wards and asked them to suggest residents or groups whom they knew might be willing to fill in the well-being questionnaire. 1 In addition, researchers were present in specific locations within each of the wards (i.e., at a school fair in Sutton Four Oaks; at a local library and an adult learning center in Selly Oak; a community center in Nechells), usually for a morning or an afternoon, and asked passers-by and users of those facilities to complete questionnaires. Participants who were recruited for the focus groups were given the well-being questionnaire to complete before each focus group began.

---

1 In two of the wards, Sutton Four Oaks and Lozells and East Handsworth, researchers worked with additional Liveable Cities researchers who were undertaking focus groups on mobilities in the wards. Participants who were recruited for the focus groups were given the well-being questionnaire to complete before each focus group began.
In all instances, participants were asked whether they lived in the respective ward and were given an information sheet to read and a consent form to sign before they were given the questionnaire. Finally, an electronic version of the questionnaire was created using Qualtrics Survey Software, with emails, electronic newsletter announcements and social media postings made to attract potential participants.

**Built Environment Audits (BEA)**

Built environment audits (BEA) have been used in Australia, Belgium, Canada, Scotland and the US to measure a variety of environmental characteristics, particularly those around walkability. While assessment methods (e.g., focus groups, surveys, using GIS or Google Streetview, in situ evaluations) and measures (e.g., subjective, objective or a mixture of both) vary, built environment audits have been developed mainly due to scholars and practitioners wanting to link the design of neighborhoods with health outcomes and travel behavior (Frank et al. 2010). For this case study, the team used an app-based version of the US Irvine Minnesota Inventory called State of Place (www.stateofplace.co), a survey of approximately 280 questions that combines both subjective and objective measures of the built environment at the road segment scale (e.g., presence and quality of pavements; visual presence of air pollution). The questions fall into ten categories—form; density; proximity; connectivity; parks and public spaces; pedestrian amenities; personal safety; traffic safety; aesthetics; and recreational facilities—and combine to create a State of Place Index that allows the user to see how well neighborhood road segments perform in terms of walkability and against each other. The questions have been psychometrically tested for inter-rater reliability, which performed well in trials (Boarnet et al. 2006; Day et al. 2006).

Before using the app, the team converted each postcode collected from the well-being questionnaire surveys to an XY Ordnance Survey grid reference and displayed these as point features within a GIS map (ArcGIS 9.3). Circular buffers of 300 m then were drawn around each point, representing a more accurate portrayal of an individual’s spatial context than if using larger, irregular statistical units of analysis ((Hale et al. 2015). The team chose 300 m for the buffer, as this has been adopted in the UK as the standard for the minimum distance people should live from an accessible natural green space (see Natural England 2010). These buffer zones, along with the ward boundary polygons, then were used to clip a set of features representing roads. Within each ward, a sub-set of these roads was chosen for the built environment audits. The first audits were undertaken within the Selly Oak ward. A total of 2600 m of road was surveyed, representing 10% of the total road length within the ward. The length of each type of road class to be surveyed was selected to reflect the proportions found within the broader ward (i.e., the proportion of A roads, B roads, minor roads and local streets2). Finally, road sections were selected to ensure an even spread throughout the buffer zones, yielding approximately 40 road segments per ward to audit.3 Once tested within the Selly Oak ward, the same total length of road was audited in each of the remaining three wards, weighted to reflect the differing proportions of road type.

After the road segments were selected, two researchers divided the 40 road segments between them and used the app on their tablets to begin the audits (audits took place between 2013 and 2015). Audits started at the junction of the selected road and the intersecting road, and ended at the next junction. Each audit took between 10–25 min, depending on the complexity of the road (e.g., many mixed-use functions vs. residential only) (see Figure 2).

---

2 A Roads are public roads that connect areas of regional importance; B roads are public roads that connect areas of local importance; minor roads are public roads that connect to A or B roads and may be unclassified; local streets are public roads that provide access to land and/or dwellings and generally not intended for through traffic (Department for Transport n.d.).

3 Road segments refer to a portion of a total road that sits between junctions. For example, High Street is a total road; a road segment is the portion of High Street that is between High Street and Market Street, and between High Street and Dale Street.
5. Results

5.1. Well-Being Survey

A sample size of $n = 96$ included the four wards identified for the study. Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) analysis was conducted to understand the well-being perception of residents based on the density and deprivation of the four wards. The analysis uncovered a statistically significant difference in well-being based on density and deprivation for the four wards in Birmingham, $F(72, 189) = 2.183$, $p < 0.0005$; Wilk’s $\Lambda = 0.164$, partial $\eta^2 = 0.453$.

To understand further the actual difference in the mean score between the wards, post-hoc comparisons using Tukey HSD (honest significant difference) test were conducted (See Table 1).

The analysis shows that low density/low deprivation participants perceived their ward to be more beautiful than did other participants. They also felt that the quality of green spaces in their ward—and to a lesser extent, access to green spaces—was better than did other participants. Regarding well-being (i.e., pertaining to happiness, optimism and satisfaction), low density/low deprivation and high density/high deprivation participants felt better than other participants, with high density/low deprivation participants feeling the worst about their well-being. With respect to the mental health pertaining to feeling of doing things that are worthwhile, low density/low deprivation participants fared well while high density/low deprivation participants felt the least worthwhile concerning the things they do in their life. In terms of public transport, low deprivation/low density participants used public transport less than other participants (although the significance of this relationship is not very strong). Finally, low density/high deprivation and high density/low deprivation participants strongly wished to have lived in a different house than did other participants.
Table 1. Mean scores and p value of the variables in the analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health and Well-Being Survey Questions</th>
<th>HH</th>
<th>HL</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>LH</th>
<th>p ≤ 0.05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the neighborhood where you live, are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the beauty or physical setting?</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you live within a 5 min walk of a natural “blue space” or “green space”?</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you think of the parks and play areas in your neighborhood in terms of quality?</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you think of the parks and play areas in terms of access?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, how happy did you feel yesterday?</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, how satisfied are you with your life nowadays?</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, how satisfied are you with your life 12 months ago?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, how optimistic do you feel about the next 12 months?</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, to what extent do you feel the things you do in your life are worthwhile?</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you wish to have lived in a different house?</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you use public transport?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Built Environment Audit

Table 2 shows the overall State of Place index score for the four wards and Figure 3 shows the various scores in different aspects of BEA for the four wards.

![Figure 3](image-url)  
*Figure 3. State of Place Index scores for various criteria for the four case studies.*

The BEA shows that Selly Oak (HL) scored the highest, 57.7% in the overall State of Place index, with the highest score in terms of form (76.2%), pedestrian amenities (55.3%) and relatively higher scores in connectivity (81.7%), and recreational facilities (24.0%). Nechells (LH) scored the lowest out of the four wards, with 48.3% in the overall State of Place index, with the lowest score in recreational...
facilities (8.2%), connectivity (77.8%), and relatively lower scores in personal safety (73.8%), traffic safety (48.3%) and aesthetics (62.0%).

Lozells and East Handsworth (HH) scored highest in terms of proximity (40.2%), traffic safety (56.0%) and recreation facilities (26.0%), and the lowest in terms of personal safety (67.3%) and parks and public spaces (11.7%).

Sutton Four Oaks (LL), which is second highest in the overall State of Place index, scored highest in terms of (82.7%), personal safety (98.0%), aesthetics (79.1%), and the lowest in terms of proximity (9.0%), pedestrian amenities (34.5%), and recreational facilities (8.2%).

Table 2. State of Place index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wards</th>
<th>State of Place Index (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lozells and East Handsworth—HH—High density, High deprivation</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selly Oak—HL—High density, Low deprivation</td>
<td>57.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton Four Oaks—LL—Low density, Low deprivation</td>
<td>54.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nechells—LH—Low density, High deprivation</td>
<td>48.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Analysis and Discussion

The well-being questionnaire analysis shows the following results.

In low density/low deprivation wards, residents were better off than others in terms of perceptions of exposure to favorable built environment features (i.e., neighborhood quality, quality and access to green spaces) and in terms of their health (i.e., happiness, satisfaction, optimism, feeling worthwhile). Perhaps such exposure leads these residents to like their homes and have a strong sense of pride in their city. While people living in high density/high deprivation areas perceive that they are not satisfied with the physical environment, they appear to have fairly good mental health in terms of happiness, satisfaction with their recent past and optimism for the recent future. People living in high density/low deprivation exhibited poor mental health (i.e., unhappy, pessimistic, not feeling worthwhile) and most wanted to live in a different house.

The BEA data tells a slightly different story.

6.1. Low Density/Low Deprivation Ward

Sutton Four Oaks showed relatively better environmental quality and its residents exhibited better health and well-being. Again, it is worthwhile to note that this neighborhood still performed poorly in the BEA in terms of proximity, parks and public spaces, recreational facilities, and pedestrian amenities. While scholars have suggested that people living in less deprived neighborhoods are able to find alternative options to overcome these drawbacks (e.g., traveling to other places, alternative mobility options) (Jouffe et al. 2019; Lang et al. 2008), potential health and well-being risks can occur due to lack of physical activity, lack of everyday social interactions facilitated by nearby parks/open spaces and so forth.

6.2. High Density/Low Deprivation Ward

Selly Oak had the highest State of Place score, reflecting the best walkability of the four wards. Examining the State of Place categories, this ward had good connectivity and pedestrian amenities, yet it also had relatively poor proximity to various facilities and places, which can have a considerable impact on residents’ everyday lives. Several studies show that good street design, offering better connectivity to amenities in the neighborhood, greatly influences travel practices and behavior that promote positive health benefits (Ferreira et al. 2016). A lack of traffic safety also creates a sense of fear and anxiety in residents while navigating through the ward. Hence, while the State of Place index is
6.3. Low Density/High Deprivation Ward & High Density/High Deprivation Ward

Both these wards scored relatively poorly in the BEA yet exhibited better health and well-being among residents. Although these participants were not satisfied with the physical environment of their ward in terms of beauty, access and the quality of the parks, the ward environment seems to offer a better setting for developing positive health and well-being among its residents. The high density neighborhood shows increased proximity, connectivity and personal safety enabling residents to effectively perform their everyday social and work activities, which can positively influence their overall health and well-being (Morrison et al. 2003). Such environments also allow residents to navigate and explore their neighborhood, developing familiarity and a sense of safety and security. It is also important to note that the BEA results for both these neighborhoods exhibit poor aesthetics in their physical settings, which can greatly influence individuals’ perceptions of their neighborhood, as residents might tend to lack a sense of belonging and pride in relation to their environment (Leslie and Cerin 2008). The characteristic nature of high deprivation along with a negative perception of their neighborhoods can potentially develop negative impacts in their overall mental health. Similarly, another factor that can be identified as having a potential impact on the health and well-being of residents in the highly deprived neighborhood (Lozells and East Handsworth) is the lack of parks/open spaces and recreational facilities. Green and open spaces not only serve as places for relaxation, but also allow for social cohesion (Groenewegen et al. 2012) and passive recreation among diverse user groups. The other highly deprived neighborhood, Nechells, reflects relatively poor connectivity that can tend to restrict peoples’ mobility patterns and practices, and reduces the overall efficiency in their everyday activities such as shopping, work and travel.

The analysis of built environment audit and well-being questionnaire data demonstrates the need to examine in detail the various factors of the physical environment that can offer critical insights in understanding well-being issues and also highlight impending health and well-being risks in diverse neighborhoods.

7. Findings

By comparing and correlating the well-being survey and built environment audit results, it can be understood that the wards with the lowest State of Place index do not necessarily reflect the poor health of the residents. It is equally important to note that there are significant relationships between residents’ health and well-being and certain aspects which determine the overall quality of streets and walkability in the neighborhoods. Examining density and deprivation parameters reveals the significance of the pertinent socio-spatial aspects in diverse neighborhoods that are embedded in the process of defining peoples’ perceptions and experiences of health and well-being (Pearce et al. 2012). Also, it is worth noting the impact of citizen expectations, satisfaction and well-being in relation to the city on the socio-political institution and decision-making (Yu 2019).

The case study demonstrated how, within different neighborhoods (varying in density and deprivation), looking into the multiple aspects of physical settings, in this case, mainly focusing on the green spaces, walkability and amenities, reveals the complex inter-relationship between the physical, environmental and social factors that plays a significant role in peoples’ perception and experience of well-being.

The Need for a Social Spatial Approach to Health and Well-Bing

The inferences from the study interestingly also highlight that examining peoples’ practices and experiences using a socio-spatial lens can potentially explain the various factors that are embedded and linked to two parameters to peoples’ health and well-being. Traditionally, issues of well-being in cities have been largely investigated from more discipline-specific perspective and solutions are seemingly good for the neighborhood, examining the inter-relationships between the various aspects of the BEA can be used to identify important links to health and well-being.
sought rather parochially. As social scientists focus on the economic and social impacts on well-being, health researchers largely explore factors of human psychological and the physical conditions affecting health and well-being, and planners and designers have been engaged in developing healthy cities through parks, green spaces and infrastructure development. Although today researchers and practitioners strive towards a holistic approach to well-being, there are studies which highlight the lack of a multidisciplinary approach to understanding and addressing the well-being challenges and complexities in cities (see, e.g., Freudenberg et al. 2009). While concepts of well-being involve positive physical, psychological and social states (Huppert and Baylis 2004), most research rarely investigates the three states linked together. Many planning and public health policies that strive towards improving the overall quality of life and well-being of communities often fail due to a lack of a holistic approach to health and well-being.

With increasing inequalities in cities and associated complexities and challenges related to well-being, we suggest an integrated approach to health and well-being that can effectively address the challenges health inequalities and enable inclusive well-being. This approach focuses on the socio-spatial aspects in well-being which are largely neglected, often leading to a parochial understanding of various factors and issues of health and well-being.

One of the comprehensive health determinant maps was produced by Barton and Grant (2006) (see Figure 4). The different layers represent different levels of health and well-being determinants, particularly focusing on the neighborhood context. An important aspect while reading this health map is to understand that the relationship is bottom-up, and every ring proceeding inwards, with people at the core, needs to be understood both socially and spatially for effectively addressing various issues at each level: lifestyle, community, local economy, activities, built environment and natural environment. A socio-spatial view of Barton and Grant’s health and well-being determinant allows for human agency to be placed in its original contexts within its nested social system and nested physical environments which are crucial for understanding the impact of diverse factors influencing people satisfaction, experience and comfort (Shin 2016).

As increasing inequalities in cities are manifested through social and spatial structures within the urban environment, drawing from the case study inference we argue that a socio-spatial lens can potentially be the crux in health and well-being research. The proposed conceptual framework

Figure 4. Health map. Source: Barton and Grant (2006).
(See Figure 5) suggests an interdisciplinary approach to enable inclusive well-being in cities. In this framework, health, policy, planning and design decisions for health and well-being can positively interact with one another when viewed through a socio-spatial lens. The framework considers urban well-being challenges at three different levels. First, at the design level via the development of a holistic approach that addresses the social, economic and environmental factors that impact and influence health and well-being in cities. Second, at the policy level through the formulation of an integrated policy framework for health and well-being. Third, at the implementation level via the coordination of various sectors and civic life that have a bearing on health outcomes. This conceptual framework for health and well-being research and decision-making will essentially include peoples’ social and spatial practices, perceptions and experiences of urban environments.

A nexus of health, policy and planning and design decisions, occurring by understanding the socio-spatial parameters, can lead to the three important outcomes stated below:

- It will help towards a comprehensive understanding of health and well-being determinants, including the natural environment, built environment, activities, economy, community, lifestyle and people (age, hereditary, sex) (Barton and Grant 2006).

- It will bring together spatial, non-spatial and health disciplines to develop a more symbiotic relationship in research. As this will open new trajectories for interdisciplinary research, it can potentially offer innovative solutions/interventions to address the various challenges of health and well-being in cities.

- By embracing the social and spatial dimensions of health and well-being, the framework will encourage an integrated approach that can greatly facilitate and enable inclusive well-being in cities.

The framework can be used as a tool for understanding and approaching health and well-being research and issues in cities. For instance, the significance and complexity of Barton and Grant’s health map can be better understood using the proposed framework, as it reveals the interlacing of diverse determinants in each layer and also between layers at various levels at a neighborhood and city level. The framework enables researchers, practitioners and policy-makers to effectively contribute to addressing the well-being challenges at various scales with cities, such as the street, neighborhood and public space.

8. Conclusions

The case study used density and deprivation as parameters to understand health and well-being perceptions in diverse wards in Birmingham. The important role of street quality and walkability
on residents’ well-being in the various wards was examined. The findings explained the significant inter-relationship between the socio-spatial practices, density and deprivation, and health and well-being of the residents in the case study areas. Drawing insights from the analysis and discussion, the article suggests an integrated conceptual framework for enabling inclusive health and well-being in cities. The proposed conceptual framework is developed as a tool that can potentially address the three-fold challenges of health and well-being at the design, policy and implemental levels. Although the proposed framework is conceptual, further qualitative and empirical data will be required to demonstrate how the framework can be used to delineate the interconnected and inter-related health and well-being factors, such as everyday practices, mobility, values, social and economic status, occupation, urban environment, perceptions, etc. This paper brings to light the complex and interrelated socio-spatial factors that are crucial in understanding and addressing health and well-being challenges in cities. The limitations of the study are its small sample specific to medium-sized wards, a need for rigorous statistical evaluations, and the lack of demographic and also qualitative data to delineate on the perceptions of people. Further research is needed to overcome these limitations which can facilitate exploring the reliability and transferability of the research findings. While the study has its limitations, it does demonstrate the significant interrelationship between various socio-spatial factors by focusing on density and deprivation parameters.
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